
 
 
 
Title:  Time Twins 
Grade:  K-1 
 
Overview:  Let’s visit the Time Twins! Students can set clocks to hear the time or play 
with Analog Ann and Digital Dan, two playful clocks always ready with a time-telling 
challenge. 
 
 
My Learning Objectives: 
Tell time to the nearest hour, half-hour, and quarter hour 
Recognize analog and digital clock equivalency 
Recognize and sequence numbers from 1-12 
 
 
DISCOVER MODE 
 

1. Click the clocks to enter the Time Twins from the Main Room. 
2. To set the analog clock, drag the hour or minute hand to any position and release. The 

digital clock automatically changes to reflect the analog clock time that you have set. 
3. To set the digital clock, click the hours button icon or minutes button icon. The analog 

clock automatically changes to reflect the digital clock time that you have set. 
4. Click Done to hear the time displayed on the clocks. 
5. Click the character in the picture frame for the Question and Answer Mode, or click Trudy 

to return to Trudy’s Main Room. 
 
QUESTION AND ANSWER MODE 
 

1. Click the character in the picture frame to enter the Question and Answer Mode. 
2. Analog Ann or Digital Dan asks you to set a clock or replace clock numbers. To hear the 

request again, click on the clock character who made the request. 
3. Set Analog Anne by dragging the hour or minute hands. Click when you are finished. 
4. Set Digital Dan by clicking the Hours or Minutes button. Click Done when you are 

finished. 
5. You can select the level of challenge. 

- Click the clock icon that displays 9 o’clock to set the clocks by whole hour; 
replace up to four analog clock numbers.  

- Click the clock icon that displays 9:30 to set the clocks by whole hour and half 
hour; replace up to seven analog clock numbers.  

- Click the clock icon that displays 9:15 to set the clocks by whole hour, half hour, 
and quarter hour; replace up to ten analog clock numbers. 

6. Click the empty picture frame for the Discover Mode or click Trudy to return to Trudy’s 
Main Room. 

 


